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SECTION IV: CHEER TEAMS 

COLLEGE	CLASSIC	RULES	2021-2022	

	
Part 1: Entry Guidelines and Awards 

ENTRY GUIDELINES 
College/university teams may compete in Co-Ed or All-Girl categories, as well as the Partner 
Stunt category. A college or university may enter one routine in each team routine style 
(maximum of 2 routines total), and an unlimited number of Partner Stunt routines. If a 
college/university wishes to enter multiple team routines in a single team category, they must 
designate different teams (e.g. Lincoln University Gold Team and Lincoln University Silver 
Team). The following team size guidelines will apply: 

(a) Team size will be determined as of the registration date. 
(b) At least 5 performers must be registered to perform in each team routine. 
A team will still be allowed to compete if they drop to fewer than five performers 
at performance time but at least five performers must be registered for the 
routine. 
(c) Teams may use a different number of performers in each routine subject 
to the minimums above required to be registered. 
(d) Two (2) performers must compete in each Partner Stunt routine. Partners 
may be of the same gender or different genders. 

 
ELIGIBLE TEAMS 
College/university cheer teams may not compete at DTU regional competitions, but are 
encouraged to compete at DTU’s signature college event, the College Classic. Each team must 
be an official cheer team at the team’s college/university either under athletics or as a club 
sport or fine arts program. Teams from outside the United States may compete in the College 
Classic in the division at or above the division they would compete if their team was from the 
United States. 

 
ELIGIBLE INDIVIDUALS 
Any performer who is eligible to be a member of their team based on their college’s or 
university’s eligibility rules may perform at The College Classic. We reserve the right to require 
documentation at any time in order to confirm, in our sole discretion, whether an individual is 
eligible to compete. 

 
COMPETITION DIVISIONS 
See the divisions offered at The College Classic in the list below. Any combination of divisions 
will be determined by DTU based upon the number of entries received for each competition. At 
any event, DTU may choose to combine categories (such as jazz and lyrical or Divisions 1 and 2) 
or add additional categories in order to increase competitiveness or for any other reason in its 
discretion.  
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Division IA (FBS) Football Schools  
Division I (FCS) Football Schools, or do not have football and compete in Division I basketball 
Division II 
Division III 
Junior College 
NAIA 
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COLLEGE	CLASSIC	RULES	2021-2022	
	

COLLEGE CLASSIC AWARDS 
At least 50% of teams that compete in the preliminary round will ultimately advance to finals. 
No semifinal or Second Chance Round will be held. Finalists in categories with 4 or more 
finalists will compete figure skating-style (in sub-groupings with lowest scores competing first, 
based upon their scores from previous round, but within each sub-grouping, teams will draw 
for random order). Finalists in categories with 3 or fewer finalists will compete in reverse order 
of their preliminary scores. All finalists will receive trophies. In addition, all College Classic 
champions will receive banners, jackets or fleeces, and rings. In recognition of the tremendous 
success of each champion, no Grand Champion award(s) will be given at College Classic. 

 
Part 2: Cheer Routine Rules and Guidelines 

SAFETY GUIDELINES 
 

All teams and partners competing in any cheer division(s) at The College Classic shall adhere to 
USASF safety rules and regulations in effect as of the competition date. Visit www.usasf.net for 
more information. 

 
COMPETITION ROUTINE GUIDELINES 

 
1. Teams may make substitutions in the event of injury. Substitute participants must be 

listed on the team’s participant roster in the team’s registration form. 
2. Performers should enter and exit the performance floor in a timely manner. 
3. Any equipment or items that may damage the performance floor are prohibited. 
4. There is no minimum time limit for any routine. The maximum time limit is 2:30. Routines 

will be evaluated upon the first sound in the music or the first physical movement. The 
final note or physical movement will be considered the end of the performance. Routines 
will be given a maximum grace period of five seconds above the 2:30 time limit to account 
for minor differences in music equipment timing or performance errors. 

5. A responsible adult must be present to start assist in the start and finish of the routine 
music. Please make sure that all devices are fully charged, volume turned up and placed 
in airplane mode. If using CDs, make sure it’s unscratched so it doesn’t skip. IT IS 
RECOMMENDED TO UPLOAD YOUR MUSIC TO THE REGISTRATION SOFTWARE BY ONE 
WEEK PRIOR TO COMPETITION. 

 
JEWELRY 
Jewelry will not be allowed for cheer team members. We reserve the right to require a team 
member to remove any jewelry we deem hazardous at any point during the competition. 
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COLLEGE	CLASSIC	RULES	2021-2022	
PROPS 
No dry ice, confetti, glass, canned smoke, water or other liquid, or other similar loose material 
that may obstruct the judges’ view or affect the condition of the performance floor may be used 
in any routine. Otherwise, props (including poms) are permitted. A prop may be used in each 
category if the prop is considered wearable, handheld, or freestanding. Props may be taken off 
or released in a safe manner. Our competition officials reserve the right to decide if a prop is 
taken off in an unsafe manner or if a handheld item is released in an unsafe manner. Chairs, 
ladders, stools, and other large or standing items are allowed if they are used/moved during the 
routine and can be used/moved by a single dancer. Backdrops are not permitted. For any 
questions or concerns regarding prop choice, please send a photo of the prop to us prior to the 
competition. 

 
Part 3: Cheer Score Sheets 

 
Dance Team Union encourages creativity in all categories. There is no particular style or 
“formula” required in any category. Cheerleading is about more than just imitation of previous 
award-winning routines - we want to inspire your performers to showcase their own unique style. 
Our judges will strive to provide you with the most valuable feedback you will receive all season. 

 
Score sheets are found on the following pages. 
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SECTION V: PROTOCOL IN UNFORESEEN CIRCUMSTANCES 

1. In the event of an unforeseen interruption of performance (i.e. production equipment 
malfunction that directly affects the team’s or mascot’s performance, music malfunction, or other 
potential factors), the team or mascot will be presented the option to perform again. 

 
2. Should the affected team or mascot choose to perform again, the initial performance scores will 

be replaced with an entirely new score from the judges based only upon the second performance. 
 

3. Should a team’s or mascot’s routine be interrupted due to an unforeseen malfunction of the 
team’s or mascot’s performance equipment, the team or mascot will not be presented the option to 
perform again within the performance round. 

 
4. In the event of injury, a team’s or mascot’s performance may be stopped by the officials, the 

coach or advisor of the performer(s), or the injured individual. 
 

5. At DTU’s discretion, the competing team or mascot may be presented the option to perform the 
routine again at a later time. The time of performance will be determined by DTU. 

 
6. Should the injured performer express an interest in performing again, the following protocols will 

be followed: 
 

(a) Approval must be granted by the medical professionals on site, as well as the parents of 
the performer and the coach or advisor of the team or mascot. 

 
(b) If the injured participant does not receive approval from the medical professionals on 
site, the signature of a parent or legal guardian on a separate medical waiver will be required in 
order for the participant to return to the competition. If the medical professionals suspect a 
concussion/head injury, the participant would then require clearance from a licensed medical 
professional with training in head-related injuries. 
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SECTION VII: MUSIC 
 
OUR POLICY 

 
Our camps and competitions comply with all applicable laws. We will obtain the music license(s) 
we need as hosts in order to present our camps and competitions. 

 
Our music policy for dance teams attending our camps and competitions is straightforward: you 
may perform to any music that complies with the law. The law permits you to use original songs, 
“cover” songs or so-called “exclusive” songs (generally new songs by “unknown” music artists) 
under various circumstances depending upon your team’s specific use. You should always legally 
purchase your music, and then you should obtain any necessary permission(s) for your music 
based on your own consideration of applicable law. 

 
We note that a recent case, Tresona Multimedia v. Burbank High School Vocal Music 
Association (decided March 24, 2020), ruled that the use of a song as part of a show choir’s 
music mix for educational purposes (not for commercial profit) was fair use and did not require 
any permission by, or license fee to, the song’s license holder. The court also required the 
licensor to pay all of the show choir’s legal fees incurred in defending the suit. Although every 
team and music mix is different, dance teams should read about this case as part of educating 
itself about music use law, given that many dance teams use music similarly to the show choir 
and may decide they have a strong fair use argument. A link to the case is here: 
https://cdn.ca9.uscourts.gov/datastore/opinions/2020/03/24/17-56006.pdf 

 
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 

 
Do you have a list of “preferred” music vendors whose songs are definitely acceptable at your 
competitions? 

 
No. We do not promote a “preferred” list of music vendors because we believe teams should 
have maximum creative freedom. Although we respect the rights of vendors that sell and/or mix 
covers of popular songs (and you are welcome to use those songs at our competitions, subject to 
our music policy), we believe encouraging or “preferring” that dance teams use covers instead of 
original songs takes profits away from record labels and original music artists. Generally, a dance 
competition company that “prefers” cover music vendors simply “prefers” them because the 
“preferred” cover music vendors have agreed to insure the dance competition company (not 
your team) against legal liability. 

 
Creative freedom is a foundation of the dance team industry and The College Classic. We believe 
that a rule that encourages teams to use the music they want, while still honoring the legal rights 
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of copyright holders, is most appropriate for our industry and our company. Thus, we repeat our 
general rule: you may perform to any music that complies with the law. 

 
Why not just give us a list of music, vendors and edits that are definitely okay or not okay? 

 
Our simple rule that you may perform to any music that complies with the law, without 
detailing specific songs, vendors or edits that are definitely okay, is best for your team because: 

 
(1) Our approach permits maximum creativity. Creating a “short list” of permissible songs, 
vendors or edits necessarily excludes other songs, vendors or edits that may be perfectly legal 
based on your individual circumstances. 

 
(2) Our approach allows you to control your team’s destiny. You can and should educate yourself 
about copyright law and make your own determination. No one knows your team, your situation 
or your music needs better than you. 

 
(3) Our approach does not give you a false sense of security. No competition company (including 
DTU) can provide you with legal advice or guarantee that your specific music mix is legally 
acceptable, given how many millions of possible variations of songs and types of edits you might 
use. A competition company might adopt a policy that certain specific music and/or a certain 
type of edit is permitted (or not) at its competitions, but that does not mean that (a) teams 
following that policy are complying with the law, or (b) teams NOT following that policy (or 
companies that choose to adopt a different policy) are “illegal.” Competition rules are just 
competition rules - they are not the same as the law. Educate yourself about the rights of 
copyright holders and make informed music choices for your team. 

 
What will you require for compliance? 

 
We will simply require you to confirm within the online registration process for our camps and 
competitions that you have read and understand all of our rules and regulations (including our 
music policy) and agree to comply with same. You should also have information about your music 
available in case a copyright holder has any questions about it. 

 
RESOURCES FOR YOUR TEAM 

 
For a richer understanding of the music permissions universe and how to protect your team’s 
copyrightable work (including your choreography and the right to broadcast your team’s 
performances), take a look at the FAQ published by the National Dance Coaches Association 
(NDCA), found here: 
https://www.facebook.com/notes/national-dance-coachesassociation/ 
ndca-faq-copyright-and-dance-teams/274095962980858. This FAQ may also help you evaluate 
whether you may or may not need specific music permissions. 


